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1. INTRODUCTION
The subject of whether orbit sets of unimodular rows modulo the
 .  .elementary subgroup Um A rE A have a group structure probablyr r
w x  .  .  .began first in 9 with the Vaserstein symbol V: Um A rE A ª W A ,3 3 E
which was shown to be bijective when the stable dimension of A was less
than or equal to 2. Here the stable dimension of the ring A is in the sense
of Bass and equals the stable rank of A y 1. The reader could replace it
by the more familiar Krull dimension for simplicity. The Vaserstein symbol
 .V and the Grothendieck group W A of stably equivalent alternatingE
w xmatrices of Pfaffian 1 is described in 9, p. 945 and briefly in the next
.section.
w xIn 1, 2 van der Kallen has shown that if A is a commutative ring of
 .  .stable dimension d then the coset space Um A rE A has the structuren n
1 4of an abelian group provided n G max 3, d q 2 . For topological situa-2
 .tions like A being the ring of continuous functions C X, R on a finite CW
complex X of dimension d, he has given some nice models, namely the
ny1 .higher cohomotopy groups p X , for this group.
w xIn 5 it was shown that the Vaserstein symbol was not injective for
three-dimensional rings. So one could not expect to get a very nice group
structure on the orbit set of unimodular 3-vectors over a three-dimensional
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unimodular vectors
2SqUm A rE A s a , b , c N a, b , c g Um A .  .  .  .  . 43 3 3
s c ¨ N ¨ g Um A 4 .  .2 3
has a ``nice'' abelian group structure, when A has stable dimension 3. The
 . w x .notation c ¨ is from 10 . However, we were not able to conclude if this2
 .group embedded in W A via the Vaserstein symbol.E
2. PRELIMINARIES
All rings considered in this article are commutative with 1.
Unimodular Vectors and Elementary Orbits
 . rq1A vector v s ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ g A is said to be unimodular if there are0 1 r
 .elements w , . . . , w in A such that ¨ w q . . . q¨ w s 1. Um A will0 r 0 0 r r rq1
denote the set of all unimodular vectors v g Arq1.
 . rq1The group Sl A of invertible matrices of determinant 1 acts on Arq1
in a natural way:
v ª vs
rq1  .  .  .if v g A , s g Sl A . This map preserves Um A , so Sl A actsrq1 rq1 rq1
 .on Um A .rq1
 .  .Let E A denote the subgroup of Sl A consisting of all elementaryr r
matrices, i.e., those matrices which are a finite product of the elementary
 .  .  .generators E l s I q e l , i F i / j F r, l g A, where e l gi j r i j i j
 .  .M A has at most one nonzero entry l in its i, j -th position. We recallr
w x  .Suslin's theorem 7, Corollary 1.4 that E A is a normal subgroup ofr
 .Sl A , for r G 3.r
 .  .  .E A acts on Um A in the natural way: If ¨ , w g Um A , let ¨ ; wr r r E
 .  .  .mean ¨ s w« , for some « g E A . Let Um A rE A be the set ofr r r
 .equivalence classes of vectors ¨ g Um A under the equivalence ; ,r E
w xand let ¨ denote the equivalence class of ¨ .
The Elementary Symplectic Witt Group
a 0 .  .  .  .If a g M A , b g M A , then a H b denotes g M A . The0 br s rqs
operation H is associative.
 tAn alternating matrix f is a skew-symmetric matrix i.e., f s yf,
.where the superscript t will stand for the transpose of a matrix with
diagonal entries 0. We can define inductively an alternating matrix c gr
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 .E Z by setting, for r G 2,2 r
0 1
c s , c s c H c .1 r ry1 1 /y1 0
 .  .For an alternating matrix f g M A its determinant det f is a2 r
  ..2  .  .square pf f of a polynomial pf f called the Pfaffian which is a
polynomial pf in the matrix entries with coefficients "1. An odd-sized
alternating matrix has Pfaffian 0, and, clearly, on even-sized alternating
matrices it is defined up to a sign. This sign is determined for every even
 .size if we insist that pf c s 1, for all r. For instance,r
0 ¨ ¨ ¨0 1 2
y¨ 0 w yw0 2 1V ¨ , w s . y¨ yw 0 w1 2 0 0y¨ w yw 02 1 0
has Pfaffian ¨ w q ¨ w q ¨ w . In particular, if ¨ w q ¨ w q ¨ w s0 0 1 1 2 2 0 0 1 1 2 2
 .1, then V ¨ , w has Pfaffian 1. In particular, with a unimodular 3-vector ¨
and a vector w such that ¨w t s 1, we can associate the alternating matrix
 .V ¨ , w of Pfaffian 1.
 .If a g M A and f, u are alternating matrices, then it can be checked2 r
 t .  .  .  .  .  .that pf a fa s pf f det a and that pf f H u s pf f pf u .
 .  .Two alternating matrices a g M A , b g M A are said to be2 r 2 s
 .  .equi¨ alent w.r.t. E A if there is an « g E A for some l, such that2 rqsql .
a H c s « b H c « t . .sq l rql
 . w xWe shall denote the equivalence class of a g M A by a , and we2 r
w x w xdenote a s b by a ; b sometimes.E
 w x.It can be seen cf. 9, p. 945 that H induces the structure of an abelian
group on the set of all equivalence classes of alternating matrices with
Pfaffian 1. This group is called the symplectic elementary Witt group and
 .is denoted by W A .E
The Vaserstein Symbol
 .  .  .The Vaserstein symbol V s V : Um A rE A ª W A is the mapA 3 3 E
a, b , c ª V ¨ , w , .  .
 .  .where ¨ s a, b, c , w s a9, b9, c9 with aa9 q bb9 q cc9 s 1. Vaserstein
w x9, Theorem 5.2 has shown that the map V is bijective when the stable
dimension of A is at most 2; so that in this case the group structure on
 .  .  .W A could be pulled back to the orbit space Um A rE A .E 3 3
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3. THE PRODUCT RULE
One of the key reasons why one could hope to define the group
structure here was the following general position lemma of van der Kallen:
w xLEMMA 1 2, 4.30 . Let A be a commutati¨ e ring of stable dimension less
than or equal to 2n y 3 for some n G 3. Suppose that finitely many orbits
 .  .under E R are gi¨ en in Um R . Then one can choose orbit representati¨ esn n
in such a way that for any two orbits the chosen representati¨ es differ at most
in their first coordinates.
The other key ingredient we will use is the Krusemeyer completion of a
square unimodular vector. We emphasize its role by writing it down
explicitly below; and, in fact, we shall use this explicit matrix in our
argument.
 w x.  .  . tLEMMA 2 cf. 3 . Let ¨ s a, b, c , ¨ 9 s a9, b9, c9 with ¨¨ 9 s aa9 q
  ..bb9 q cc9 s 1. Then the matrix which we shall denote by S ¨ , ¨ 9 , ¨iz.
a2 b c
2S ¨ , ¨ 9 s g Sl A , .  .yb y 2 ac9 c9 a9 y b9c9 3 02yc q 2 ab9 ya9 y b9c9 b9
 2 .is a completion of a , b, c .
 . t t  .Observe that if ¨ , ¨ 9, ¨ 0 g Um A with ¨¨ 9 s 1 s ¨¨ 0 then S ¨ , ¨ 03
 .  . w xg S ¨ , ¨ 9 E A as one has, via 9, Lemma 5.1 ,4
S ¨ , ¨ 9 ; V ¨ , ¨ 9 ; V ¨ , ¨ 0 ; S ¨ , ¨ - . .  .  .  .E E E
  .  .Here we are embedding Sl A in Sl A in the usual way, and for3 4
 .  .a , b g Sl A , a ; b means a g bE A . Moreover, when a , b are4 E 4
4 = 4 alternating matrices of Pfaffian 1 then a ; b will mean that thereE
 . tis an elementary matrix « g E A such that a s « b« . Due to the4
 . .normality of the elementary subgroup it will then follow that a g bE A .4
For an alternating matrix V we denote by e V the first row of V1
``forgetting'' the first 0 entry. Thus if V is invertible then e V is a1
unimodular 3-vector.
We now prove the crucial lemma needed to establish the group struc-
ture
 .LEMMA 3. Let laa9 q bb9 q cc9 s 1. Let ¨ s a, b, c , ¨ 9 s
 .  .  .  .  .la9, b9, c9 , w s a9, b, c , w9 s la, b9, c9 . Then e S ¨ , ¨ 9 S w, w91
 .2 .; aa9 , b, c .E  A.3
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 .  .Proof. By the normality of E A in Sl A ,3 3
e S ¨ , ¨ 9 S w , w9 ; e S ¨ , ¨ 9 p S w , w9 py1 , .  .  .  .1 E  A. 13
 .  . y1  .where p s 1 H c . Let P s S ¨ , ¨ 9 p S w, w9 p , P* s S ¨ , ¨ 91
 . t y1  . t  .  . wp S w, w9 p . Since S w, w9 g S w, w9 E A , it follows from 11,4
xLemma 10 that e P ; e P*. Now1 E  A. 13
a2 b c
2P* s yb y 2 ac9 c9 la9 y b9c9 02yc q 2 ab9 yla9 y b9c9 b9
a92 yc q 2 a9b9 b q 2 a9c9
2= .c b9 yla q b9c9 02yb la q b9c9 c9
U  .2 U  . U  .Then P s aa9 , P s b9 q aa9 ) ymc, P s c9 q aa9 )9 qmb,11 12 13
 .for suitable ), )9 g A and where m s a a y l .
Consider the unimodular polynomial vector
2u t s aa9 , b9 q aa9 )T y mc, c9 q aa9 )9 T q mb .  .  .  . .
w xg Um A T . .3
 .Now, for every prime ideal p of A, it is easy to check that u T ;E  A wT x.3 p
 .u 0 . By the version of Quillen's local]global principle for elementary
w x  .  .action in 4 , u T ; u 0 . In particular, substituting T s 1 givesE  AwT x.3
 .  .  .2 .u 1 ; u 0 . Therefore, e P ; aa9 , b9 y mc, c9 q mb .E  A. 1 E3
 .2  .  .2  .Again, let l9 aa9 q m9 bb9 q cc9 s 1. Then l9 aa9 q m9b b9 y mc
 . w x  .2 .q m9c c9 q mb s 1. Hence, by 6, Lemma 1 , aa9 , b9 y mc, c9 q mb
 .2 .  .2 .  .2; aa9 , m9b, m9c ; aa9 , b, c , as m9 is a unit modulo aa9 .E  A. E  A.3 3
Let us now apply all this in the three-dimensional situation.
LEMMA 4. Let A be a commutati¨ e ring of stable dimension 3. Let
 . t t¨ , ¨ 9, w, w9 g Um A with ¨¨ 9 s 1 s ww9 . Then3
t tS ¨ , ¨ 9 S w , w9 c S w , w9 S ¨ , ¨ 9 .  .  .  .2
t t
; S w , w9 S ¨ , ¨ 9 c S ¨ , ¨ 9 S w , w9 . .  .  .  .E  A. 24
Proof. In view of van der Kallen's general position argument, we may
 .  .assume that ¨ ; a, b, c s ¨*, w ; a9, b, c s w*. We can thereforeE E
 .find l, b9, c9 g A such that laa9 q bb9 q cc9 s 1. Let ¨ 9* s la9, b9, c9 ,
 .  .  .  .  .w9* s la, b9, c9 . Then S ¨ , ¨ 9 g S ¨*, ¨ 9* E A , and S w, w9 g4
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 .  .S w*, w9* E A . Hence, we may replace the vectors by their starred ones4
respectively. Now apply the previous lemma, and use that A is commuta-
tive.
 .  .We can now define the product ) on SqUm A rE A , when A has3 3
stable dimension 3, as follows:
t t
c ¨ )c w s e S ¨ , ¨ 9 S w , w9 c S w , w9 S ¨ , ¨ 9 . .  .  .  .  .  .2 2 1 2
 .  .  .To show that the product is well defined, let c ¨ s c ¨* , c w s2 2 2
 .  .  .  .  .c w* . Then e S ¨ , ¨ 9 ; e S ¨*, ¨*9 , e S w, w9 ; e S w*, w*9 .2 1 E 1 1 E 1
 .  .  .  .Hence, S ¨ , ¨ 9 ; d S ¨*, ¨*9 , S w, w9 ; d S w*, w*9 for someE ¨ E w
 .d , d g Sl A . Now, via the crucial lemma,¨ w 2
t te S ¨ , ¨ 9 S w , w9 c S w , w9 S ¨ , ¨ 9 .  .  .  .1 2
t t
; e S ¨ , ¨ 9 S w*, w*9 c S w*, w*9 S ¨ , ¨ 9 .  .  .  .E  A. 1 24
t t
; e S w*, w*9 S ¨ , ¨ 9 c S ¨ , ¨ 9 S w*, w*9 .  .  .  .E  A. 1 24
t t
; e S w*, w*9 S ¨*, ¨*9 c S ¨*, ¨*9 S w , w*9 .  .  .  .E  A. 1 24
t t
; e S ¨*, ¨*9 S w*, w*9 c S w*, w*9 S ¨*, ¨*9 . .  .  .  .E  A. 1 24
Finally, one justifies closure via the formulas in the crucial lemma.
4. MENNICKE SYMBOLS AND SUSLIN COMPLETIONS
 .  .  .Let laa9 q bb9 q cc9 s 1, ¨ s a, b, c , ¨ 9 s la9, b9, c9 , w s a9, b, c ,
 .  .  .w9 s la, b9, c9 . In Lemma 3 we actually saw that S ¨ , ¨ 9 S w, w9 g
 .  .2 . P*E A with e P* ; aa9 , b, c . This fact did not depend on the4 1 E
.dimension of the ring A, though it needed the commutativity of A. One
 .  .  .  .  . .could ask if S ¨ , ¨ 9 S w, w9 g S p, p9 E A , where p s aa9 , b, c , p94
 .s l, b9, c9 , or rephrasing a bit, can one manufacture by elementary
transformations in 4-space, the appropriate Suslin]Krusemeyer matrix
from the product of two Suslin]Krusemeyer matrices? In this form, the
question could also be posed for the larger-sized Suslin completions, say
 .  t .  r! .S ¨ , ¨ 9 with ¨¨ 9 s 1 , of the unimodular vectors of type a , a , . . . , a0 1 r
w x }cf. 8 for the construction and details. We have deliberately used the
 .same notation S ¨ , ¨ 9 to emphasize the similarity and without any loss of
.clarity hopefully.
 .  . tLet ¨ s a , a , . . . , a g Um A , ¨¨ 9 s 1 for some ¨ 9, and let0 1 r rq1
 .w g Um A be ``close'' to ¨ in the sense that all but the first coordinaterq1
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of ¨ , w coincide, and let ww9t s 1 for some w9. We shall show that for
 .  .  .suitable choice of ¨ 9, w9 as above, the coset S ¨ , ¨ 9 S w, w9 E A has an2 r
 .  .element of the form S p, p9 for p s a w , a , . . . , a and for some p90 0 1 r
t  .with pp9 s 1. In particular, for r s 2, this gives that S p, p9 g
 .  .  . w xS ¨ , ¨ 9 S w, w9 E A . Hence, via 11, Lemma 10 , it would follow that4
 .  .  .e S ¨ , ¨ 9 S w, w9 ; e S p, p9 . Thus the results of the previous section1 E 1
could be recaptured.
 .  .PROPOSITION 5. Let ¨ s a , a , . . . , a g Um A , w s0 1 r rq 1
 .  .  .  .b , a , . . . , a g Um A , p s a b , a , . . . , a g Um A . Then for0 1 r rq1 0 0 1 r rq1
suitable choices of ¨ 9, w9, p9, such that ¨¨ 9t s ww9t s pp9t s 1,
 .  .  .  .S ¨ , ¨ 9 S w, w9 g S p, p9 E A .2 r
Proof. We shall first recall, and rewrite, the proof of the multiplicative
aaa9 a9 .  . .  .  .  .property s of the Mennicke symbol Um A ª Sl A rE A .2 3 3bb b
We state it in the form that we shall use and not in the most general form.
LEMMA 6. Let
A B A9 B, g Sl A , .2 r /  /C D C9 D9
 .with AB s BA for some A, B, C, D, A9, C9, D9 g M A . Then, modulor
 .E A , one has3 r
A B A9 B /  /C D C9 D9
AA9 B
' y1 y1 /yC9 y D9 CB y DA CA9 D9 CB y DA D .  .
I 0r
= . /0 CB y DA .
w xProof. First, note that by 8, Lemma 1.3 , since AB s BA, 1 s
A B .  .det s det DA y CB . Now let us imitate Mennicke. We haveC D
A 0 B A9 B 0 AA9 AB B
0 yI 0 C9 D9 0 s , 1 .yC9 yD9 0r  / 0  00 0 I yCA9 yCB yDryC 0 yD
I 0 0 I 0 0r rA B 0 A 0 B
0 0 I C D 0 0 0 I 0 yI 0s ,r r r 0  0 0  00 0 Ir0 yI 0 0 yI 0 yC 0 yDr r
2 .
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I 0 0r AA9 B 0AA9 B yAB
yC9 0 D90 I A s .yC9 0 D9 r /  0 0 yCA9 yD CB y DA .yCA9 yD CB 0 0 Ir
3 .
 .  .It is now easy to complete the proof of the lemma via 1 ] 3 and using the
 .normality of E A .3 r
 .We shall now use the construction of the Suslin completion S ¨ , ¨ 9 of
 2 r .  . w xa , a , a , . . . , a g Um A in 8, Prop. 1.6 . Suslin's construction is to0 1 2 r rq1
 .manufacture S ¨ , ¨ 9 by cutting down an auxiliary matrix of size 2 r, and
 .one has, modulo E A ,2 r
a I f0 rS ¨ , ¨ 9 ' , .  /yadj f a9 I0 r
 .where f is such that, if the overbar denotes modulo a , then f is a0
X2 r .completion of a , a , . . . , a , with a a I q f adj f s I .1 2 r 0 0 r r
Now suppose that we have two ``close'' unimodular vectors ¨ s
 .  .  .a , a , . . . , a , w s b , a , . . . , a . Let f be a lift modulo a b of a0 1 r 0 1 r 0 0
2 r 2 r .  .completion of a , a , . . . , a , with e f s a , a , . . . , a , and let f adj f1 2 r 1 1 2 r
 . rs 1 y la b I . Then one has la b q  a b s 1 for some b g R.0 0 r 0 0 is1 i i i
 .  .Let ¨ 9 s lb , b , . . . , b , w9 s la , b , . . . , b below. Then, modulo0 1 r 0 1 r
 .E A ,2 r
a I f b I f0 r 0 rS ¨ , ¨ 9 S w , w9 ' .  .  /  /yadj f lb I yadj f la I0 r 0 r
a b I f0 0 r
'  /y 1 q la b adj f la b I .0 0 0 0 r
' S p , p9 , .
where the penultimate equivalence is due to Lemma 6, and where p s
 . ta b , a , . . . , a , and p9 is such that pp9 s 1. The last equivalence is0 0 1 r
w xobtained by the proof of 8, Prop. 1.6 .
w  .xRemark 7. We leave it to the reader to verify that the class S ¨ , ¨ 9 is
really independent of the choice of ¨ 9 such that ¨¨ 9t s 1. In fact, if
 .  . w  ty1.x w  .x « g E A , then, modulo E A , S ¨« , ¨ 9« s S ¨ , ¨ 9 . We arerq1 2 r
 . .not sure if this equivalence is also modulo E A .rq1
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